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About us

Bureau van Dijk1



Introduction – Bureau van Dijk
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We capture a wide variety of information
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Orbis
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The resource for private company data
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Geographic Coverage
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Trade Description- Innovation
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SMEs
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Company Lists
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Shareholders & corporate group
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Combining company and patent information for intellectual property management and strategy 



IP Solution (IP & Associated Data)Patent Ownership Tracking 



Patent Transactions – Deal Classification (1/2)Orbis Intellectual Property: Transaction 
deal types

1. Research & Innovation Partnership: If any innovation institute or University transfers IP to another entity 
these transactions can be classified into this category

2. Corporate Acquisition: If the acquisition is between two practicing entities (any firm other than universities, 
banks, investment funds, law groups)

3. Assignment as Collateral : If the name of the acquirer involves an entity type as bank/ funding agency – the 
deals are then classified into this category

4. Release of Collateral: If the name of the vendor involves an entity type as bank/ funding agency – such deals 
are to be classified into this category

6. M&A: Patents were transferred as part of an M&A deal

7. Intra-company: Patent transfers between entities falling under the same GUO for tax/legal reasons

8. Government: Assets of interest to government will be acquired/reassigned to government agencies for security
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Detailed transactions market overview
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Note- Audio and video equipment manufacturing. Source: Bureau van Dijk’s Orbis Intellectual Property and analysis. 
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Identify entities at risk (Bankruptcy)
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Identify the true value of the IP within your portfolio and its relevance to the business.



Understand the given Technology Space 

Using Industry sector/ business activity codes to identify how crowded the space is and to understand how much of the IP 

has been explored within the space.
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Identify What’s Valuable



Qualitative benchmarking of entities



Identify highly innovative SME’s

Uncover start-ups or successful, highly innovative SME’s.
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Trends by Market

Technology directions

• What markets are interested in what technologies? 

• Patents are filed 18 months – so can be quite outdated. 

• Looking at acquisitions can allow for faster analysis re/ direction

Max Planck Institute of Innovation 

• Acquisitions across geographies for top technologies transacted in 2017

WIPO Class Germany

Transport 2305

Mechanical elements 979

Electrical machinery, apparatus, energy 932

Civil engineering 536

Measurement 535

Machine tools 517

Computer technology 469

Other special machines 445

Engines, pumps, turbines 427

Basic communication processes 389

WIPO Class Australia

Computer technology 1146

Medical technology 1058

Pharmaceuticals 715

Biotechnology 507

Organic fine chemistry 495

IT methods for management 421

Civil engineering 368

Digital communication 314

Measurement 259

Audio-visual technology 224



Case study

World Bank 

• Innovation within Developing Nations vs Developed Nations

Report: 
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/844101510122107327/pdf/12013

7-PUB-ADDBOX-405295B-PUBLIC-PUDATE-10-3-17.pdf

Data attributes used:

• Company data
• Number of 

employees

• R&D Investment

• Intangible Value

• Turnover

• Number of Patents 
Filed

• Valuation data at 
firm level

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/844101510122107327/pdf/120137-PUB-ADDBOX-405295B-PUBLIC-PUDATE-10-3-17.pdf


Case study 2

• SME vs large companies
• Map change in behaviour → e.g. UK patent office promote 

patent / innovation with SME

• Due diligence work around patent applicants

European Investment Bank 

• Identify 3000 SME’s for Innovation Funding in 2017

• Identify the industry segments that need to be supported 

for effective utilisation of IP
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Orbis Crossborder Investment

Orbis Crossborder Investment (OCI) tracks both forms of equity cross-border investment (Greenfield FDI projects and 

Mergers & Acquisitions).
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Greenfield R&D FDI projects of interest in 2019

Nov 2019 Schaeffler Savaria Kft’s invests  in €38,7M in research and development centre in Hungary

“The plant will be co-located with a research and development centre. The company plans to invest 

around HUF 23.5 billion, with HUF 5 billion of funding from the local government, creating around 150 

new positions. The plant will span around 15,000 square meters and the R&D centre will span around 

3,000 square meters.”

Nov 2019 MGI Tech opens an innovation, research and development centre in Riga

“Based on Latvia's existing biotechnology foundation, MGI is confident to form a life science 

innovation platform centered on 'gene technology' in Europe using its leading products and 

technology. This will help build a complete technical service support system and product supply 

chain to efficiently meet the needs of customers and build deep experience in the European 

market.”

Nov 20119 Precision for Medicine has expanded a research and development centre in Berlin

“For the first time ever, the two most meaningful methods in immunology—epigenetics and flow 

cytometry—have been combined under one roof to provide our customers with a previously unattainable 

combination of technologies, truly advancing the science of immune monitoring and cell profiling. We 

are thrilled to be opening this new state-of-the-art facility, enabling Precision to provide our unique 

combination of expertise, capabilities, and scalability to the European biopharma industry.”
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Rumours – R&D + Innovation
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Nov 2019 BMW plans to relocate its research and development centre in South Korea

"We will invest in a new location for our R&D Center with more space and create additional jobs. 

It will be operational in around a year’s time,” said Peter, adding that the expanded facility will 

include extended test facilities for product development, tests and validation activities. We 

recognize Korea as one of the world’s powerhouses of high-end technology. It represents 

innovative thinking, technological progress and tremendous openness to new developments.”

Oct 2019 Naval Group may open a research and development centre in Australia

"Naval Group Pacific will rely on a long term partnership culture and leverage the dynamic R&D 

policy of its parent company to solve some of the local defence industry’s most critical challenges.

Sep 2019 Hanshow and Ahold Delhaize plan to open an innovation, r&d centre in Europe

“The digital applications we will develop through this partnership will enhance the customer 

experience in our stores and allow us to operate more efficiently. Hanshow offers best in class in-

store applications and know-how, and we have been very pleased with their contribution to the 

mobile phone scan and pay service.”



Using FDI data 
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Summary

• Global FDI    by 13% in 2018*

• R&D Greenfield FDI projects grew in the European Union      by 19% in 2018**   

• Predictions for FDI in 2020 show fragile growth, BUT the escalating tensions related 

to trade, tariffs, policy uncertainty is negatively impacting investor confidence.

• Company patent filing, patent transaction monitoring, together with tracking new 

investments in R&D is an efficient way to identify which SMEs are innovating and 

expanding internationally.

• AND REMEMBER……….DATA IS KNOWLEDGE, AND….

*According to UNCTAD’s World Investment Report 2019

** According to Orbis Crossborder Investment
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Summary
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